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Abstract: The primary goal of this article is to develop a
significantly enhanced IA distribution controlling system
using the Arduino software. Industry 4.0 is extended by
using IOT and wireless sensor interfaces, simulating the
Arduino IAD plant, and making the system accessible
online for remote control. The use of air conditioners has
become a necessity, especially in tropical nations like India.
One of the most significant building control variables is
thought to be an air conditioner. This project is all about
controlling an air conditioner with voice commands. Here,
voice commands are recognized by the Michel C. JARVIS
application, which is also utilized to turn on and off an air
conditioner. The air conditioner will be able to understand
spoken orders and manage the compressor thanks to the
ARDUINO speech sensors.
Keywords: : Internet of things (IoT), Industry 4.0 ,
Instrument air (IA)compressor, IA Distribution system, and
Arduino
1. INTRODUCTION
In any factory with a many pneumatic parts and a
pneumatic power source is generally needed for them to
work. The Instrument air distribution system, a unique
system, is responsible for producing and distributing these
pneumatic supplies. Instrument air provides the air that
Pneumatic control valves are necessary. Three instrument
air compressors (IAC) that are actuated in response to an
instrument air demand make up the instrument air
distribution system of a thermal power plant. The
compressor is now controlled by relay logic.

was created specifically for it. To assess the performance of
the IA compressor and IA distribution system have been
modelled as virtual instruments with their respective
control logic in the LabVIEW environment. This allows
them to operate as an HMI and provide control logic.
Additionally, by utilizing the Internet of Things, the IA
distribution system has embraced Industry 4.0. (IoT).
Using a PLC and LabVIEW, the instrument air compressor
system's entire operational cycle is given. Arduino is used
to feed in the real-time data. Through the use of
LabVIEW's web publish function, Industry 4.0 is
demonstrated. This suggests the elimination of bulky
sophisticated systems through wireless connection and
cloud storage of data Consequently, all of the drawbacks of
employing relay logic are eliminated.
3. DESIGN OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
IAD system control system diagram is shown in Figure 1.
The controller exercises the necessary control. the use of
Arduino to automate the air distribution system. There are
two types of instrument air controllers. Automatic start and
stop controller (ASSC) is the first, while continuous supply
controller is the second (CSC).

A mechanical switch is activated by relays, which are
electromechanical devices. Relays must be wired intricately
in order to apply control logic. As a result, it will be harder
to implement future improvements. Maintenance is timeconsuming and difficult; incorrect wiring may result in
mistakes and even accidents. It is very difficult to diagnose
and fix.
2. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SYSTEM
Implementing a hard-wired controller is a dated technique
that gets less reliable over time. It is challenging to see the
local Human Machine Interface (HMI). A PLC is utilized
as the local controller to address these problems. It is tested
with the CoDeSys3 visualization tool in Ladder Logic that
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Figure 1 Instrument Air Distribution Control System
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In ASSC mode, the supply is quantitatively split into two
bands: one that is 100% ON and the other that is 0% ON or
OFF. When the process point is less than or equal to the
desired
point, the 100% switch will activate while the other
switches remain off. When the process point is more than
or equal to the set point, the switch will reset. Second is the
Continuous

Supply Controller (CSC). In CSC mode, three bands are
quantitatively separated from the supply: the 100% ON,
50% ON, and 0% ON or OFF bands. In this phase, PP is
less than SP. The 50% switch activates and the other
switches are turned off when PP reaches or equals SP. The
0% switch activates and the other switches are reset when
PP surpasses SP.
The dynamics of the compressor plant are recreated as a
virtual instrument, Arduino is used to collect current data
(as a DAQ), and indicators are utilized to display the state
of several final-control components. The LabVIEW online
publishing tool is used for remote HMI programs; it serves
as the front panel of the entire procedure, which may be
published on the internet due to a webserver.

3.1 WORKING PRINCIPLE MODULE’s
(i) INSTRUMENT AIR COMPRESSOR :
The two types of compressors used at the facility are
service air compressors and air compressors for
instruments. Service air is produced by service air
compressors, whereas instrument air is produced by
instrument air compressors. The primary distinction
between interior air distribution systems and service air
distribution systems is the drier mechanism for removing
moisture from the air.

Figure 2 Experimental Setup
The above diagram shows an experimental setup for
automating the utilizing Industry 4.0 and Arduino to create
an instrument air distribution system. Presently, showing
results for the Continuous Supply Controller and Automatic
Start and Stop Controller represents 50% of the project's
completion. In The supply is quantitatively divided into two
bands in ASSC mode: one that is 100% ON and the other
that is 0% ON or OFF. In this mode, the 100% switch will
turn on while the point other switches stay off when the
process point is less than or equal to the intended point.
When the process point is more than or equal to the set
point, the switch will reset. Three bands—100% ON, 50%
ON, and 0% ON or OFF band— represent the quantitative
division of the supply in the CSC mode. The 100% switch
is on and all other switches are off in this mode when PP is
less than SP, the 50% switch is on and all other switches
are off when PP reaches or equals SP, and the 0% switch is
on and all other switches are reset when PP exceeds SP.
4.1 Results for Automatic start and stop controller
(ASSC).

(ii) INSTRUMENT AIR CONTROLLER:
IA controllers primarily come in two flavors:
 Continuous supply controller (CSC)
 Automatic start and stop controller (ASSC)
The ONOFF The foundation of the two controllers is the
controller. Regarding Band supply and the provision that
allows for time-out for emptying, they differ great
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
Figure 3 When process point is greater than or Equal to set
point
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Figure 4 When process point is less than or Equal to set
4.2 Results for Continuous Supply controller (CSC).

Figure 5 Initial Status

Figure 7 When process point is equal to set point

Figure 8 When process point is greater than set point
5. RESULTS OF LABVIEW SOFTWARE
Engineers use the LabVIEW is a graphical programming
environment used to develop automated systems for
research, validation, and production testing default features:
Utilize industry protocols to exchange data while using
gear from NI and other parties. For test control and
monitoring, create interactive user interfaces. Use common
mathematical, statistical, and probability operations.
5.1 Results for Automatic start and stop controller
(ASSC).

Figure 6 When process point is less than set point
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Figure 9 When process value is greater than or Equal to set
value

Figure 10 When process value is less than or Equal to set
value
5.2 Results for Continuous Supply controller (CSC).

Figure 12 When process value is equal to set value

Figure 13 When process value is greater than set value
6. CONCLUSIONS
The entire instrument air compressor system is managed by
the Arduino. Real-time data is fed into Arduino. Utilizing a
web publishing tool is an example of Industry
4.0. This suggests wireless communication and cloudbased data storage, which negates the requirement for a
substantial, intricate system.
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Figure 11 When process value is less than set value
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